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PITH A PARTIAL-SPAN SPLIT FLAP IN GURVED FLIGHT 

By Frank G.. Rokus ' 

Pressure-distribution tests were made on the 32-foot - 
whirling arm.cf the Daniel Guggenheim A',rship Institute -. 

I o'f a rectangular wing of N.A.C.A. 23012. section to deter- 
mine the rolling and the yarning moment due to an angular 
velocity in yam. 
o”, &5O, 

The model was tested at 0' and 5’ pftch; 
and.flOo yam; and rith no flap and rrith split 

flaps 2?, 
ed 60'. 

.50* and 75 percent of the wing span and cfeflect- .:;;- 
* .- > 

The results are given fn the form of span load dis- 
tributions and as calculated moment coefficients. The 

. i 
J 

experimental values of rolling- and pawing-moment coeffi- 
^-. 

cients lyere in fairly close agreement Pith theory. 

INTRODUCTION 

-* 

N- 

Investigations have been reported in references 1 and 
2 of the pressure distribution over a Clark Y tapered ring 
model with full-span and with par-ti%l-span flaps. The 
tests T;ere, made r.-ith the 32-foo.t uhirlfng arm gf the Air- -- 
ship Institute. The results nere presented.as span 1oa.d 
dfstributions and as rolling- and yasing-moment cocffi-. 
clients for different conditions of pitch &nd.yati. -The work 
was carried out 175th the financial assistance of the Nation- 
al Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 

. Vith the same type of epulpment, similar tests ivere 
made with an N.A.C.A. 23012 rectangular wing mo.defCi%ith 
partial-span split. flaps. 
the present paper. 

The results are presented in 
I 

APPARATUS AWD TESTS 

A complete description of the test set-up and the test 
procedure can be found in reference 1. 
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The rectangular wltig model of N.A.C.A. 23012.section v 
for these tests was 'all metal and similar in construction . 
to the tapered wing model described in reference 1. Fig- 
ure 1 is a sketch-of the wing showing its principal dimen- 
sions and the chords along vhich the pressure orifices _ 
were located. 

The flaps for these tests were made in sections, each 
being 25 percent of the semispan. Thsse quarter sections 
mere merely added to or removed f-ram-the model to produce 
the'desired flap lengths, 25 .peroent, 50 percent, or 75 
percent of the span. They were made of l/16-inch steel 
'plate with pressure orifices ,on both the upper and the 
loner'surfaces of the flap, 

The model was tested at 0' and 5' pitch: O", &5', and 
flOo yaw; and with the 25-percent, the 50-percent, and the 
75-percent splft flap. deflected 60'. Positive yaw- denote0 
moving the outer edge of the wing forward. For all the 
tests, the ratio of the span to the turning- radius was, 
equal to, 0.133. 

- 

s 

. . * 

TEST BESTJLTS AND DISCUSSION 

Typical diagrams of the pressure distrihutione over 
.- the upper and the lower surfaces of the airfoil for differ- 

ent flap lengths are given in figure 2 as ratios of- the 
static pressure p to .the dynamic pressure q. of the true 
flight velocity atthe center of' the wing. 

L The,pressure diagrams for-the various wing poslti,ons 
were graphically integrated and, from the data thus ob- 
tained, nondimensional coefficients were computed for the 
wing:.as a'mhole. 

The local normal-force coefficient. bi. and the local 
chord-force caeqficient cc for 5' pitch and O", f5', and 

klOO yaw are'plotted in the load gradinq:hurves of figures 
3 and 4, where: 

n 
%l = ---- 

qo 'local ~ 

C 
cc = ---c- 

I . 90 '1.0 cal 
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In table I are siven the values of the rollins-moment 
coefficient (3% and the yarning-moment coefficient Cn ob- 
tained by qraphical integration: 

where 

and 31 

c, 

'local' 

YI 

b, 

L, 

N, 

s, 

Fisure 5 shows the effect of the ane;le of yaw on the 

N c, = - 
9, lJS 

is normal force Fer unit span. 

longitudinal force'per unit psan. 

chord of airfoil section. 

-distance alon% span.. _ 
* 

wing span.. 

rolling moment. 

yawing moment. 

total wing area. 

rollfng- 
at 5' 

and the yarning-moment coefficients for the mc.del 
pitch with 0, 25-, 50-, and 75-percent span flaps. L .- .: 

The theoretical roll'inq moment is given by 

L = Cl rf$qs% _ 
t 

w-here r is turning speed in radfans.per: se-cond. 

v, flight velocity. 

9% dynamic pr.essurs. 
- :. - -7- -.. - 
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Tho value'of CL,, the rollin<-momont coefficient, 

BUS obtained from figure 11 of roforence 3 for n wing hav- 
ing a taper ratio of 1.00 and an nepoct ratio of 6. The 
span b was 1.372 meters and the wing area S cas 0.2958 
square meter. For the N.A.C.A. 23912 vins section vtfthout 
fl-np , the angle for zero lift WAR assumod to be -1.2' (rcf= 
eronce 4). For the condition ofOo pitch, this V~.UO ~~VCS 
C-L= 1.2O; for the 5' gitch setting, CL = 6.2'. Tho flap 
of 25-percent chord deflectad 69' wni assumed to be equiv- 
alent to an increase Aa. of 14". (SGO roforcnco 2.1 

The theoretical yawing moment N is defined by 

IJ =. Cnr ff qSb -t-A cnr 5; qSb L 

where 'nr 5s the yawing-moment coefficient obtained 
from fiwrc l.? of rofcrenca 3 for a wing 
having: a taper ratio'of 1.00 and an aspect 
ratio of 6. 

“Zlr 9 yawing-moment coefficient due to the profile 
drag obtained from figure 14 of reference 
3 for a wing rvlthout f-lag having a taper 
ratio of.l.00 and a profile-drag coeffi- 
cient CD = 0.010. 

0 

r 

. 

- 

Figure 6 gives a comparison betrreen the experimental 
and the theoretical rolling- and vaming-moment coefficient8 
for the 0' and 5' pitch and the (?o yan .-oositions of the mod- 
el. The theoretical coefficients kere computed according 
to reference 3. 

GONCLUSIOJ!!S 

1. . The experimental rolling-moment and yawing-moment 
coefficients are in fairly close azr.cenen_t with the theo- 
retical ones. 

2. The rolling~momcnt coofficiants are little affect- 
ed by the angle of *yarn within the range tasted of *lo'. 

3. Small variations in the no-rmal-force distribution, 
especially at the ti.ps of the \:ing, have little offcct on 
the resulting rolling-moment cocfficiont. 

,* 

Y 
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4. The yawing-moment coefficients exhibit.consider- 
able change due to the angle of yaw, especially on the 
model with a partial-span flap. The coefficient increases 
as the ving model is yawed in a positive direction and de- 
creases as tha wing model is yawed in the negative direc- 
tion. The yawing-moment coefficient for -loo garr reached 
a slight negative value for the 25-percent and the 50- 
percent span .flaps, the trend of the curves indicating 
larger negative coefficients for yaw angles beyon-d -100. 

5. The negative yawdng.moments for .25-percent and 
50-percent span flaps at -loo yaw angle are brought about, 
as is asparent from pressure-distribution curves, by the 
somewhat higher pressure on the forward side of the flap -- 
near its tip on the inner portion of the sgan as compared 
with the outer portion, accompanied by a somewhat higher 
negative pressure at the rear of the flap dn the inner 
portion of the span as agafnst the outer portion. 

Daniel Guggenheim Airship Institute, 

Akron, Ohio, October 5, 1939. 
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b- 
TABLE I 

.- 
Values of CL 

--. 5' pitch I 0' pitch- 
Angle 

I 
Extent of flap 

of (percent sDan) 
Extent of flap 
(percent span) 

'iiiqs-~~ra% 

-- 
75 

5 .0020 .0028 .0070 

0 .0024 .OO32 .0071 

-5 .0022 .0035 .0079 

-10 .0021 .0046 .0090 

--- 

Anqle 
of 
3-w 

(de%.) --- 
10 

5 

0 

-5 

-10 
--- 

l- 

-.* 

r 

75 

3.0169 

. 0167 

.0169 

.0183 

.0180 
--- 

.0065 .13078 .0143 

.0070 .0086 .0132 

.0070 .3095 .0152 

.0065 .0106 .0167 
,-I-L 

T 

Values Of Cn 

- ~~~ 
0.0234 

.0216 

.0215 

.0226 

.0223 
- _..- .-- 

O" pitch 
Extent of flap 
(percent span) -- 

.OOO34 .00057 .00118 
I. 

5' pitch 
Extent of flap 

-- 

i 

d. 

_-- 

75 

.00536 

. 00369 

.00304 

.00169 

.00034 
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Figures 2a to d.- Pressure-distribution curves for model at 5' pitch and-O0 yaw. 
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(b) Wing with a 25 percent epan split flap deflected 60° 
Figure.2.- Continued. 
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0 Experimental, 0" pitch, 0' yaw 
x Eqerimental, 5' pitch, 0' yaw 
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Figure 6.- Comparison of theoretical and experimental rolling-moment 
and yawing-moment coefficients. 
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